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In rural development Folk Media has to play an important and strong role in the up-
liftmen of selected Tribal community.   Gopal Samaj is a community who always guide 
and come together for there development. Gopal Samaj have different culture for 
preserve this culture, Cultural values are an important parts of Folk Media and Folk Art. 
But which are preserved through traditional and customs are becoming narrow and 
narrow by using them often. The cast and tribes made the shell around than selves by 
using these folk traditional and arts and keeping then selves away from all-round 
development. “JAT PANCHYAT “   is very   well known   powerfully shell    among   
the Gopal Samaj. By which they are suffering very seriously. The purpose of this paper 
awareness in the society to change shell.   
KEYWORDS - Culture, Folk Media, Development, Gopal Samaj, Jatpanchyat   
 
Introduction - The importance of communication in  mobilizing people and seeking their 
willing participation  in the development  of a country  is well recognized .In India ,this  
concern above reaching people, communication with  new  skills has been emphasized 
over and again in successive five years plans which provide the blue print of the country 
is planned development . No one would question fact that India has made substantial 
progress since independence. 

            The development and communication infrastructure has been enormously  
expanded the resultant communication and development and development  processes 
have been strengthening and supporting each on other taking the country forward .At the 
same time it is also a fact on which not many people  would disagree that both 
development and communication scholars to study this question in detail and depth and 
suggest approaches and methods for more equitable and participatory communication and 
development . 

Purpose – 
How the Gopal Samaj use “JAT PANCHANT” powerfully shell in Rural Development & 
awareness in the society to change shell.  
 
Design/methodology/approach –This research paper is based using subjective methods 
in order to understand the subjective meaning and interpretations involved in people 
behavior.  Exploratory methodology is use for this paper.  

Research objective 

Abstract 
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Evaluate the ways in which the media influence event in society. 

What is mean by development? 

 Development is a very wide concept which incorporates everything, covers every aspect 
of life. It is essentially a state activity which involves policy formulation and execution 
on the part of the government to the benefit of society. Communication gives a thrust to 
the process of development. Media acts as catalyst for development wherein it takes up 
the responsibility of motivating and mobilizing the people not only to appreciate 
development but also to become participatory I the development task. Mainstream media 
can do the catalyst job, and it often does it, but it has its limitations with regard to its 
reach, penetration and credibility. So the responsibility of furthering the cause of 
development is shifted to alternate media. Community radio is one effective example of 
alternate media. Same scholars term new media also as alternate media, despite it being 
dependent on technology and expensive for the user .But participatory approach is the 
key, which is so essential for development .Social media networking can contribute a lot 
to development. We can find many groups on social networking sites dedicated for 
spreading awareness on environment issues organizing the people on human rights issues. 
Social media can even enhance international brotherhood and can contribute to peace and 
prosperity. Otherwise also, technological advancement has provided various ways and 
means for reaching out the underprivileged sections of the society .Even video could be a 
tool for participatory communication among underprivileged women in a remote town. 

      Rural development means as overall  development  of rural area social ,economic, 
political and cultural so that the people are to lead a pleasant life .Agriculture ,Infect 
nobody can deny this fact that most of the population in India is still living in villages and 
their livelihood is depending on agriculture therefore , we right say that India is an 
agriculture country   .Any  development which does  not touch the vast masses cannot be 
justified .The goals of rural  economic growth in the narrow sense but as balanced social 
and economic development ,with emphasis on the equitable distribution as well as 
creation of benefits , Therefore the development strategy should be such through which 
the  development  of the rural population and rural areas is directed towards a total 
development of the people  and their environment through concerted action. The 
contribution In development process is well accepted though its precise nature, extent an 
mechanism still largely elude proper understanding. 

Findings –  
Folk performing Art:- 

    The first significant international of the traditional media in the communication and the 
development strategies of development countries came in 1972 when the International 
planned parenthood  federation and UNESCO organized in London a series of meetings  
on the integrated use of the folk and the mass  media in family planning communication 
programmers .The interest generated by these meeting and the continued effort  to 
highlight the folk media as effective forms to convey development messages resulted in a 
number of seminars workshops around the world .  
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It is to be accepted that Gopal Samaj literature and studying. The Gopal Samaj and their 
folk communication. It is seen that roots of jatpanchayat in ST, NT and Nomadic Tribes. 

            The development of rural India  is certainly associated with the dialogue or 
communication that we are providing them .Tradition plays and important role in a 
creative artistic process particularly in the field of folk art is a functional and spontaneous 
.Every village has its relevant to music ,dance or theaters  .The folk performing art is 
changing its structure continuously over centuries modifying itself  to the needs of the 
changing situation making it functionally relevant  to the society. Tradition is the process 
of the transmission of age –values and contextual manifestations and interpretation of the 
universal.  

Traditional forms of communication and entertainment  the culture of India is one of the 
oldest cultures in the world and yet it is so diverse as to be impossible to pin down and 
define .The south ,north and east have their own distinct cultures and almost every state  
has carved out its own cultures niche 

Development   is a very wide concept which incorporates everything, covers every aspect 
of life .It is essentially a state activity which involves policy formulation and execution 
on the part of the government to the benefit   of society.  Communication particularly 
targeted communication gives a thrust to the process of development. Media acts as a 
catalyst for development wherein it takes up the responsibility of motivating and 
mobilizing the people not only to appreciate development but also to become 
participatory in the development task. Mainstream media can do the catalyst job, and it 
often does it, but is has limitations with regard to its reach, penetration and credibility. 
So, the responsibility of furthering the cause of development is shifted to alternate media.   
Community radio is one effective example of alternate media.    

       Some scholars term new media also as alternate media, despite it being depending on 
technology and expensive for the user. But participatory is the key, which is so essential 
for development. Social media networking can contribute a lot to development .We can 
find many groups  on social networking sites dedicated for spreading awareness on 
environment issues or organizing the people on human rights issues . Social media can 
even enhance international brotherhood, and contribute to peace and prosperity. 
Otherwise also, technological advancement has provided various ways and means for 
reaching out the underprivileged sections of the   society. Even video could be a tool for 
participatory communication among underprivileged women in remote town. 

Jat Panchayat of Gopal  Samaj 

It is seen after the deep study that jat panchayat in not only the medium of 
communication but also the order of information also. We can study the jat panchayat by 
two ways first by sociological and secondary by the study of folk literature. In this paper 
the trace is given on the study that how the ROLE OF Jat panchayat of Gopal Samaj is 
useful in the traditional communication with their good or bad effects. In this study the 
reference of Folk literature is often folk it is the part of communication secret language, 
Folk stories and questions and answers. 
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Communication of Jat Panchayat  

Gopal jat panchayt is with strong roots in the society  .we can 
understand how the Jat panchayat is deeply rooted in the minds 
of Gopal Samaj .The village “Maddhi” is popular for the Jat 
Panchayat every year on the next day of Holy festival the jat 
panchayat of these Gopal Samaj in arranged. This process goes 
for next ten days ,after Jat panchayat of Gopal the Jat 
panchayat of Kaikadi, Vaidu, Makadwale, Paradhi etc, is 
arranged serial it very strong and powerful it has traditional 
value . It can’t change at once the social workers and thinkers have it utilize all the media 
and study .we have seen live presentations of VJNT communication since last five years   
from Laxman Mane’s “UPARA”, we can’t set the real study and whole experience of 
communication from Upara as it Lelitkruti . There are same chapter an jat panchayat of 
Gopal Samaj in “BAND DARWAJA” of Laxman Mane. He can study of communication 
from all these Gopal samaj.  at the time of collection in (Jalgaon ,Dhule, Nandurbar,  
dist). A village near Nifad in Khandesh the Jat panchayat . 

The Type of Jat Panchayat  

There are four types of  Panchayat  

1)Jamat  panchayat  2)Thal panchayat 3)Village panchayat 4)Maddhi panchayat  

Jamat panchayat or Maddhi panchayat to solve the problem or quarrels of these people 
Maddhi panchayat is arranged or called the problems in marriage or  girl  is not ready to 
go to her husband house this  at is called . There are some right to Maddhi panchayat to 
punish the offender .When father of the girl did not accept the punishment the panchayat 
of Thal is called .If the problem is not solved there the village panchayat at came together 
some where in the village to solve the problem or quarrel. If that problem is not solved 
there that is brought in the panchayat of Maddhi .married women from Gopal samaj was 
compelled to be bed with a man as a prostitutes by her sister 
in law one day she refaced demanded her share in so the jat 
panchayat was called by the brother of her husband and was 
boycott from the caste .She has to leave both houses the 
Sasar and Maher (house of husband and house of father). 
She was suffered very badly for food. No one was there to 
help her on her caste. there was no way to live the life in 
spite of prostitution   .About few years she prayed the 
supreme jat panchayat at maddhi for help but as there is no 
value place for women in Gopalsamaj her voice was 
supersede . 

“Dropadi “who was denied the rustics in every panchayat. 

There are so many women like him (Dropadi ) in this samaj. 

 The dangerous face of jat panchayat may be changed by changed the subject of its old 
Folk stories in to new Folk stories very carefully and skillful .The old signs of 
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communication be used as conductor for new views.                                                        
Originality/value –                                                                                     
Culture  value                                                                                                                              
Culture value of Mass communication is an important part in jat panchayat that is 
presumed through mass communication and Folk Art .In using this mass communication 
and folk art again and again the mean mindedness is developed in  the society .In 
preserving these traditional Folk Arts ,Folk traditions the tribe more then their  lives 
made a shell all round them solves in which they are engaged forever .This shell compels  
and kepis all caste and tribe hundreds of km   away from transformation.  Jat panchaytat 
in also strong and powerful shell in Gopal Samaj  there are tremendous bad effects on the 
Gopal Samaj of this Jat Panchatyat shell there is only 12% literacy and 18% employment 
in Gopal Samaj . There are near about One Lac Gopal Samaj in Maharashtra and the Jat 
Panchayat without honoring them they were punished to leave caste (They were boycott 
from caste). Now we are living in the 21st century but the Gopal  Jat Panchayat punished 
the only one educator women and a man as they went against the rule of Jat panchayat . 

      The social workers,Thinkers ,political leaders must try to make something for the 
uplift of the Gopal Samaj. Shri Shankarsen Gupta has very right suggested how to use 
very effectively the drat anal Folk stories interact changed process of Jat Panchayat in 
the” FolkLORE “magazine. He wrote 

1) There should be coordination in near Techniques and Media. 
2) The use of new techniques without disturbing the old form of FOLK Arts. 
3) The stress should be given on social harmony in the sending massege   due to 

bad meaning stories or there will be misunderstanding of that communication 
meaning. 

4) The use of Traditional sources without disturbing the emotion of people. 

                 Shri Shankrasen Gupta wrote that the uplift meant of the people in Gopal 
Samaj in possible if these four measures are used properly. 

There will not be the down of new life new culture until end unless the deep study 
of sources and mass communication of VJNT. Today we can see that there is a 
strong of thoughts in these societies. The honest efforts and careful study of 
traditional, social, cultural, technical communication is essential for up lift meant of 
this Gopal samaj. 
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